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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
 
 
 
 
MODELING SITE SUITABILITY FOR ESTABLISHING DEDICATED 
ENERGY CROPS IN NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
 
Dedicated energy crops have the potential to supply a sustainable biomass 
feedstock to support the bioenergy industry.  However, a major constraint for promoting 
energy crops has been the availability of land for establishing energy crops.  In this study, 
we developed a spatially-explicit model to identify suitable and economically feasible 
sites for establishing energy crops based on biomass price, production costs and site-
specific biomass productivity.  Results from our study provided an objective evaluation 
of factors that influence the amount and spatial distribution of land suitable for 
establishing energy crops.  In addition, our model had the ability to capture variation 
across the feasible areas because of changing biomass market and policy conditions.  By 
performing a sensitivity analysis with different market and policy scenarios, we were able 
to identify the most effective and favorable scenarios that could maximize the available 
land for producing energy crops.  
  
KEYWORDS: Dedicated energy crops, bioenergy industry, spatial model, sensitivity 
analysis, biomass market and policy 
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Chapter One: General Introduction 
While fossil fuels continue to be the primary global source of energy, renewable 
energy sources (e.g.  solar, hydropower, and bioenergy) are gaining attention as potential 
alternate sources to satisfy energy needs and reduce negative environmental impacts.  
With increasing energy demands and environmental concerns, governments must create 
policies that will provide secure, clean energy sources for the future.  In the United States 
(US), policies have been created to mandate the integration of bioenergy into the current 
energy supply systems.  While research continues to investigate ways to maximize 
energy production with alternate energy sources, other research must evaluate the 
economic feasibility of replacing or offsetting traditional energy sources with new 
alternatives.   
 
Current Energy Outlook 
Energy consumption in the US is highly driven by population growth and an 
increased standard of living (Joyeux and Ripple, 2007).  In 1950, US population was 
152.2 million (US Census Bureau, 2014) and total energy consumption was 34.6 
quadrillion Btu (EIA, 2011).  In 2010, US population reached to 308.7 million (USDOC, 
2013) and energy consumption was 98 quadrillion Btu (EIA, 2011).  Electricity 
generation and transportation are the major energy consumption sectors accounting for 
more than 90% of total consumption (EIA, 2011).   
Energy consumption in the US is currently derived primarily from fossil fuels.  As 
fossil fuels are non-renewable energy sources, the continuous dependence on fossil fuels 
is highly unsustainable.  This concern for energy security is compounded by additional 
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concerns of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels (Sedjo 
and Sohngen, 2009).  GHG emissions totaled 6,821.8 million metric tons CO2 equivalent 
in 2010.   The figure is 3.2% higher than 2009 and 10.5% higher than 1990 (EPA, 2012).  
This significant increase in GHG emission is attributed to high energy consumption 
across all sectors.  As the demand for energy continues to rise, this figure on GHG 
emissions is expected to rise in the next few decades (EPA, 2012).   
Further, fossil fuels currently in operation in the US are not enough to meet the 
existing energy demands.  This results in a reliance of petroleum fuels from foreign 
countries creating national security problems.  Petroleum fuels consumed in the US are 
mainly imported from oil producing regions such as the Middle East that has unstable 
political regimes causing an unsustainable energy supply with an important discrepancy 
on fuel prices. 
 
Biomass for Energy 
Diversifying the current energy supply is the key to reducing long-term 
dependence on fossil fuels and curbing the GHG emissions.  A number of renewable 
resources such as wind, solar, hydropower, geothermal, and biomass have the potential to 
replace existing fossil fuels.  In the US, where the economy is mostly designed to run on 
fossil fuels mostly by using coal for producing electricity, changing the energy supply 
systems can be costly and time consuming (US DOE, 2010).  However, the US 
government is committed to replace fossil fuels with renewable, potentially carbon 
neutral energy sources such as biomass.  Biomass is one of the most promising energy 
sources in the US (Rousseau, 2010).  Biomass gets its energy from the sun through the 
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process of photosynthesis, process during which energy is stored and carbon is 
sequestered in the plants.  The same process releases oxygen and transpires water vapor 
back to the atmosphere.  Bioenergy production then converts the energy stored in the 
biomass into other forms of energy such as thermal, kinetic and electrical (Demirel, 
2012). 
Converting biomass into energy has been established for decades but because 
biomass prices have not been competitive with existing fossil fuels, energy production 
from biomass has not been adopted on a commercial basis (White, 2010).  However, 
current projections of future energy use and climate change legislations suggest an 
increase in the use of biomass for energy generation in the near future.   
 
Bioenergy Policies and Incentives 
There have been various policy efforts in recent decades to promote the use of 
bioenergy in the US.  The National Energy Policy Act of 1992 encouraged the 
development and commercialization of renewable energy technologies through incentives 
and federal funding (NRRI, 1993).  The Executive Memorandum issued an Executive 
Order 13134 in August of 1999 that encouraged the development and promotion of 
bioenergy.  This order required federal agencies to reduce the consumption of petroleum 
and reduce the GHG emissions by switching to alternative fuels from biomass (The 
White House, 1999).  The Biomass Research and Development Act of 2000 identified the 
need of biomass research and created the Biomass Research and Development Board and 
encouraged the coordination between the USDOE and USDA for bioenergy initiatives 
(BRDB, 2008a).  The Farm Bill of 2002, Title IX, supported biomass through various 
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research and cooperative extension programs (USDA, 2002).  The Energy Policy Act of 
2005 (EPACT) provided a federal tax credit for energy produced from renewable energy 
sources and made available grants for forest biomass utilization for small enterprises, 
training, and outreach (GPO, 2005).  Under the Energy Policy Act of 2005, the 
Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) program was created, which established the first 
renewable volume mandate in the US.  The RFS required 7.5 billion gallons of renewable 
fuel to be blended into gasoline by 2012 (EPA, 2013).  The Energy Independence and 
Security Act of 2007 reauthorized the Energy Policy Act of 2005 and set a mandatory 
Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) that requires energy producers to use at least 36 billion 
gallons of biofuel in 2022 (EPA, 2013).  Similarly, the Food Conservation and Energy 
Act of 2008 reauthorized the Farm Bill of 2002 and provided various provisions and 
incentives to promote biomass and bioenergy.  It allocated $1 billion for programs to 
encourage investment in renewable energy and technology.  It created the Rural Energy 
for American Program (REAP) to assist landowners and rural entrepreneurs to conduct 
feasibility studies for renewable energy projects.  The act also established the Biobased 
Market Program to provide USDA certification systems for qualified biobased products 
(Schnepf, 2011).   
 
Potential of Bioenergy in Kentucky 
Kentucky was the third largest coal producing state in 2011 accounting for 10% 
of the total coal production in the US (EIA, 2012).  Coal is the major source of energy in 
the state and in 2011, 93% of electricity was generated from coal (Institute for Energy 
Research, 2013).  Even though energy produced from coal reduces the reliance on foreign 
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fuel sources and provides jobs to millions of people, coal is a non-renewable resource 
with significant associated negative impacts on the environment.  There are efforts for 
diversifying the current energy generation from coal with alternative renewable energy 
sources.  As renewable energy sources such as solar, wind and hydropower are not 
applicable for Kentucky due to the geographical limitations, energy from biomass 
represents as a viable alternative energy source to partially replace the coal industry.  
Currently, bioenergy represents only a small fraction of total energy produced in the 
state.  However, energy policies that promote bioenergy can create efficient and 
sustainable energy solutions, protect the environment, and create a strong base for 
economic development.  An energy plan developed by the Governor’s office in 2008 
proposed a renewable and efficient portfolio standard where 25% of the energy demand 
in 2025 will be met by energy efficient means and the use of renewable resources.  
Kentucky will need to produce 25 million tons of biomass annually by 2025 to meet the 
federal renewable fuel standard and the state renewable portfolio standard (Governor’s 
Office, 2009).  Current biomass production capability in Kentucky is estimated between 
12 and 15 million tons per year from agriculture and forest resources (Governor’s Office, 
2009).   An improvement in crop productivity as well as farmland management, forest 
management and land management is required to successfully meet the goal of 25 million 
tons goal by 2025 (Cowie et al., 2007).  In this regard, the establishment of dedicated 
energy crops can offer a significant source of bioenergy and have the potential to supply 
adequate feedstock to sustain a biomass and bioenergy industry (Staudhammer et al., 
2011).  Studies have shown that there are 14 native Kentucky crop species that are 
suitable for biomass based energy production (Governor’s Office, 2009), which along 
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with the diverse farming infrastructure, make bioenergy production a feasible and clear 
alternative to fossil fuels (Beshear, 2008). 
 
Dedicated Energy Crops 
After the oil embargo of 1970 that raised concerns about energy security, 
dedicated energy crops were considered as potential energy sources (Stanton et al., 2002).  
Thereafter, the primary interest in dedicated energy crops has been as a fast-growing, 
high-yield biomass supply (Tuskan, 1998).  Dedicated energy crops are fast growing 
species whose biomass yields are dedicated to the production of energy. These crops can 
generate energy by direct combustion or gasification to create heat and electricity or by 
converting them to liquid fuels such as ethanol to be used in vehicles (MBEP, 2002).  
Dedicated energy crops have a wide geographic distribution and can be grown with 
relatively low level of inputs when compared to traditional crops (Smeets et al., 2007).  
They are short-rotation crops that re-grow after each harvest, allowing multiple harvests 
without additional cost for replanting.   
Energy crops are usually classified into herbaceous and woody energy crops.  In 
addition, a number of conventional agricultural crops such as grain crops and oil crops 
also offer the potential for use as energy crops.  Herbaceous energy crops are mostly 
grasses which can be harvested as hay.  Perennial grasses such as switchgrass (Panicum 
virgatum L.), miscanthus (Miscanthus sinensis Anderson), bluestem (Andropogon 
gerardii Vitman), elephant grass (Pennisetum purpureum Schumach.) and tall wheatgrass 
(Thinopyrum ponticum (Podp.) Z. -W. Lie & R. -C. Wang) are potential species grown as 
energy crops (MBEP, 2002).  Short rotation woody crops (SRWCs) have been especially 
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successful in the southern US where climate and growing conditions are favorable for 
growing these crops (White, 2010).  Fast growing hardwood species such as eastern 
cottonwood (Populus deltoides Bartr.), sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua L.), 
American sycamore (Platanus occidentalis L.), black willow (Salix nigra Marsh.), yellow 
poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera L.) are considered good choices as dedicated energy 
crops.  These are native species and have right characteristics to produce economically 
viable biomass for energy (Rousseau, 2010).  They have high yield potential within short 
rotation periods.  In addition, these energy crops have the ability to reduce carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere by sequestering carbon in the biomass and decreasing emissions at the 
facilities by substituting biomass for fossil fuels.  Compared to biomass obtained from 
other sources such as municipal solid waste, milling residues or timber harvesting 
residues, biomass from dedicated energy crops would likely be utilized for bioenergy at 
moderate feedstock prices.  For example, at a biomass price of $50 per ton, it is likely 
that energy crops will be the largest feedstock source (White, 2010).  Further, existing 
coal infrastructure provides opportunity to co-fire biomass with coal for energy 
generation without significant capital investment.   
 
Challenges for Establishing Dedicated Energy Crops 
Dedicated energy crops have the potential to replace fossil fuels, address 
environmental concerns and provide a strong base for economic development.  However, 
production of biomass from dedicated energy crops has not been implemented on a 
commercial scale that would be able to replace existing fossil fuels.  There is a need to 
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produce dedicated energy crops economically and sustainably across multiple spatial and 
temporal scales.   
A sustainable supply of biomass for bioenergy production is dependent on 
species, site conditions, soil productivity, and management intensity for a given site. The 
economic feasibility of growing energy crops is greatly associated with total production 
cost.  Large scale production of biomass will have to be cost-competitive with fossil 
fuels. However, currently it is too expensive to produce bioenergy that could replace 
fossil fuels.  Bioenergy crops demand large establishment and management costs and 
transportation cost from each potential site to the nearest conversion facility may be a 
limiting factor for the successful promotion of the bioenergy industry.   
In addition to site qualities and production costs, the economic feasibility of 
establishing energy crops is greatly affected by landowners’ willingness to dedicate their 
land to energy crops.  Currently, there is no proper infrastructure developed for bioenergy 
production, and an efficient and economical transportation is lacking. Further, 
insufficient economic and policy incentives for biomass production create high risk for 
biomass production.  Lack of knowledge of proper growing conditions, financial 
investment, and uncertainty in the biomass yield make bioenergy crops less attractive to 
landowners.  Although policy incentives would benefit landowner’s desire to establish 
bioenergy crops, biomass market and government incentives change over time and it 
becomes hard to predict what incentives would be favorable for promoting energy crops.   
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Dedicated Energy Crops Controversies 
Even though bioenergy is expected to be an important energy source in the near 
future, energy produced from crops has been controversial among policy makers and 
general public.  The sustainability of bioenergy has been debated in recent years mainly 
because of the concerns related to environmental, ecological and social impacts of its 
production (Wicke et al., 2012).  Many of these concerns are related to land use change 
that occur mainly to address an increasing demand of biomass for energy.  In many cases, 
conversion of existing/traditional land use to bioenergy crops can result in a larger release 
of GHG emissions when compared to low carbon benefits of biomass to energy.  A wide 
range of land use change due to energy crops can also have a negative impact on lands 
with important ecosystem values.  Similarly, an increasing demand for bioenergy 
feedstock can generate land use conflicts.  Large-scale establishment of bioenergy crops 
have the potential to displace food crops, raise food prices, and threaten food security. 
Solving these conflicts would require a spatial segregation for food production on good 
agricultural land while energy crops establishment on marginal agricultural land (Dauber 
et al., 2012).  However, current uncertainties in the assessment of land availability and 
the potential yield on energy crops in such marginal land possess the greatest challenge.  
Even though site specific requirements and current market conditions determine land 
availability for establishing energy crops, constraints arising from environmental and 
socio-economic implications for bioenergy crop production in potential areas are often 
not accounted in the assessment of land availability.  
With the various challenges and controversies associated with dedicated energy 
crops, it becomes important to implement systems that could improve efficiency in the 
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energy production system, improve land use practices to maximize feedstock production 
and design and deploy efficient conversion facilities (such as coal-fired power plants) that 
will be capable of producing cleaner energy in a most cost-effective manner.  Similarly, 
implementation of policies that provide financial incentives for growing more efficient 
feedstocks (such as mechanisms to establish price for carbon) and help develop lower 
emitting energy technologies could improve competitiveness of energy crops for energy 
production.  
 
Research Summary 
The availability of suitable land is the key to supply a sustainable biomass 
feedstock to support the bioenergy industry.  A comprehensive study to identify land 
suitable for energy crops will better identify potential volumes that could be expected 
from the land.  In addition, suitable locations for energy crops would offer opportunities 
to reduce total production costs by geographically concentrating the establishment of 
energy crops in close proximity to existing conversion facilities.  Highly productive 
energy crops grown in close proximity to existing facilities would offer an excellent 
opportunity to minimize the production cost especially the cost of transporting feedstock 
to the nearest facility.  Even though finding optimal locations for establishing energy 
crops is important to promote the bioenergy industry, previous studies have not focused 
on developing an approach that could address site specific requirements for establishing 
energy crops in the southern US.  There is a need to develop an approach that could 
identify suitable locations for establishing dedicated energy crops based on site specific 
productivity, production costs, existing market conditions, and changing bioenergy 
policies.  In this study, we first developed an approach to identify suitable locations for 
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establishing dedicated energy crops based on biomass prices, production costs and 
expected biomass yield.  Biomass price and production costs were incorporated into the 
Faustmann’s economic model to determine the break-even biomass amount.  The break-
even biomass amount was then compared with the potential biomass yield estimated 
based on site index estimates to determine sites suitable and economically feasible for 
establishing energy crops.  We then evaluated how sensitive our results were with 
changing biomass markets and policy conditions.  As policy could play an important role 
for promoting the bioenergy industry in the near future, we performed a sensitivity 
analysis under various policy scenarios that incorporated different market and biomass 
prices, tax incentives, carbon offset payments and land cover types.  By developing a 
model and performing a sensitivity analysis with different scenarios, our study provided a 
clear understanding of various factors that influence the location decisions for 
establishing energy crops.  Results from our study also provided an objective evaluation 
of the most effective and favorable policy scenarios to promote a sustainable bioenergy 
industry. 
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Chapter Two: A Spatially Explicit Model to Identify Suitable Sites to Establish 
Dedicated Woody Energy Crops 
Introduction 
 Bioenergy has received considerable attention because the potential it offers as a 
renewable energy source.  In the southern US, there is a developing interest in bioenergy 
as the region offers excellent growing conditions for producing short rotation woody 
crops with the potential to partially replace fossil fuels and supply feedstock for a 
sustainable bioenergy industry (Hinchee et al., 2009).  Dedicated energy crops offer 
economic advantages compared with natural forests mainly because of their ability to 
provide a stable supply of feedstock and relatively lower collection and handling costs 
(Hinchee et al., 2009).  When located on fertile soils and intensively managed, these 
crops can experience fast growth rates and produce high biomass yields with rotation as 
low as five years (Donald et al., 2008).  Furthermore, establishing dedicated energy crops 
can provide numerous environmental benefits (i.e., improve soil quality, reduce soil and 
water erosion, increase carbon sequestration, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and 
improve wildlife habitat and biodiversity) as well as promote rural development, and 
create job opportunities.   
 The bioenergy industry relies on the quality and quantity of available biomass 
feedstock and the ability to efficiently collect, handle, transport it to conversion facilities 
(US DOE, 2012).  Several studies have focused on finding the best location of conversion 
facilities, which is essential for economically feasible bioenergy production due to 
scattered nature of the feedstock and the relatively high associated transportation costs.  
These studies have used mixed-integer programming to find the facility location that 
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minimizes production cost of the entire biomass supply chain including biomass 
availability, plant investment and capacity, transportation costs, biomass price, project 
financing and taxes (Wu et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2010; and Leduc et al., 2008).  Other 
studies have also used geographic information systems (GIS) and spatial analysis to 
directly address the spatial nature of the facility location problem (Zhang et al., 2011; 
Parker et al., 2010; and Noon et al., 2002).  Although solving the facility location 
problem is important, the relatively large initial investments hinder the establishment of 
new facilities making it very likely that biomass will be used for energy production at 
existing conversion facilities.  Identifying suitable sites for dedicated energy crops to 
supply existing facilities then becomes crucial to establish an economically feasible and 
environmentally sustainable bioenergy production industry. 
Biomass yield from energy crops is dependent on species, site conditions, soil 
productivity, and management intensity (Simmons et al., 2008), and for a given site, the 
economic feasibility of dedicated energy crops is greatly influenced by the associated 
transportation cost to conversion facilities.  Moreover, biomass prices are dynamic due to 
changes in production practices, market conditions, and government incentives.  A few 
studies have focused on identifying suitable sites for these crops.  For example, Ranney 
and Cushmane (1980) linked a woody crop productivity model with land availability to 
produce potential biomass yields from short rotation woody crops for each county in the 
southern US (Ranney and Cushmane, 1980).  However, this large-scale study did not 
account for transportation costs to existing facilities.  Graham et al., (2000) developed a 
GIS-based model to identify suitable sites for switchgrass (Panicum virgatum L.) as an 
energy crop feedstock in eleven southern US states based on production costs as well as 
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on negative environmental implications such as soil erosion and loss of nitrogen (Graham 
et al., 2000).  However, this study focused on a single perennial native grass species and 
did not include woody biomass species.  Goerndt et al., (2012) estimated availability of 
woody biomass from native forest in 20 states in the northern region of the US, but 
dedicated energy crops were not included in their analysis because of the lack of markets.  
Other studies developed a spatial model to estimate biomass production costs and 
combined them with expected biomass yield of Eucalyptus saligna in Kauai Island 
Hawaii to estimate biomass delivery costs (Philips et al., 1993; Liu et al., 1993; and Liu 
et al., 1992).  Although these aforementioned studies are helpful to understand the 
relevance of selecting appropriate sites for bioenergy crops, automated approaches able to 
address site-specific soil productivity and production costs applicable to the conditions 
and species in the eastern US have not been developed.  Further, previous studies have 
only dealt with a single conversion facility and there is limited understanding of how 
multiple facilities might affect the spatial distribution of site availability. 
To address the limitations of existing studies and the dynamic and spatial nature 
of biomass production, we developed an automated model to identify suitable sites for 
dedicated energy crops based on biomass prices, expected biomass yields as well as 
establishment, management, harvesting, and transportation costs to existing conversion 
facilities.  Our model considers both on-road and off-road transportation costs to take into 
account the location of potential sites relative to existing roads and to the nearest 
conversion facility.  We identified sites where biomass production for short rotation 
woody crops is economically feasible by comparing break-even biomass amounts with 
expected biomass yields.  Although the biomass yield estimates used in this study are 
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species dependent, they are based on site index which can be obtained from soil data 
readily available for the entire US increasing the applicability of our model.  Using 
spatial analysis tools available in GIS software, the model can be applied to identify 
suitable sites for dedicated energy crops for large landscapes and understand how 
different economic factors can influence the amount of land available and its spatial 
distribution across the landscape.  The model was applied to four counties in northern 
Kentucky (Boone, Gallatin, Carroll, and Trimble) that present conditions commonly 
found in the entire Ohio River valley and much of the southeastern US including a 
diverse land use, mostly privately owned small land parcels, and the presence of power 
plants with the ability to co-fire biomass with coal.  While this study was conducted in 
northern Kentucky, the developed model can be applied to other geographic locations, 
and can inform managers and landowners interested in utilizing biomass for energy 
production. 
 
Methodology 
Our model identified sites to establish dedicated energy crops that result in a 
positive economic return by comparing site specific break-even biomass amounts with 
expected biomass yields.  The model first estimated production costs (establishment, 
management, harvesting and on-road and off-road transportation) and combined them 
with biomass prices to determine the break-even biomass amount.  Potential biomass 
yield was then estimated based on soil productivity and management scenarios.  Land 
parcels where the expected biomass yield exceeded the break-even biomass amount were 
considered suitable for establishing dedicated energy crops.   
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Study Area and Input Data 
 Four counties in northern Kentucky: Trimble, Carroll, Gallatin and Boone were 
selected as the study area.  It is about 169,566 ha in size and is comprised of land cover 
types including evergreen forest, deciduous forests, pasture/hay, other agricultural crops, 
and developed area (Figure 2.1).  Land cover data in a 30-m raster resolution was 
obtained from the USDA National Agricultural Statistics Services (USDA, 2012).  The 
land cover raster was reclassified into a 90-m resolution to decrease the total number of 
grid cells covering the study area and reduce computing time, and create grid cells large 
enough to represent land parcels of manageable size.  A transportation road layer 
covering the study area was obtained from the Kentucky Geography Network1.  For any 
local roads where speed limits were unavailable, speed limits of 16 km hr-1, 40 km hr-1, 
and 56 km hr-1 were assigned for dirt roads, city roads, and county roads, respectively.  
There are  three existing conversion facilities in the study area with the ability to co-fire 
biomass with coal for power generation located in Bedford, Ghent, and Rabbit Hash, KY, 
and owned by Louisville Gas and Electric, Kentucky Utilities, and Duke Energy, 
respectively.   
We selected sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua L.) as a potential species to 
establish short rotation woody crops across the study area because it is one of the most 
adaptable hardwood species with an ability to grow on a wide range of soil and site 
qualities.  The management and silvicultural operations for establishing and growing 
sweetgum are well understood and genetic improvements in sweetgum have been 
                                                          
1 http://kygisserver.ky.gov/geoportal/catalog/main/home.page 
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successful (Kaczmarek et al., 2012).  Further, sweetgum coppices well, it is generally 
insect and disease resistant, and it has been recommended as a potential species for 
biomass production in the southeastern states including Kentucky (Kline and Coleman, 
2010; and UK Cooperative Extensive Service, 2012).   
 
Biomass Prices and Production Costs 
 Biomass prices are influenced by market conditions and biomass availability, 
among other factors.  In this analysis, we considered a delivered biomass price of $40 per 
dry metric ton at the three facilities based on price ranges reported by Kline and Coleman 
(2010).  Although delivered prices might be region-specific, similar prices have also been 
used in other recent studies (Ortiz et al., 2011; and Khanna et al., 2011).  In addition, the 
model was designed so any user-defined price can be inputted.  
Establishment and management costs vary widely for different species.  
Considering a rotation age of 12 years, Kline and Coleman (2010) reported costs ranging 
from $778 to 1,743 ha-1 for sweetgum.  These costs are based on costs of treatments 
including site preparation, planting, and herbicide, pesticide and fertilizer applications 
incurred at different years throughout the rotation.  We used the mid-cost range value of 
establishment and management treatments from Kline and Coleman (2010), resulting in 
$1,260 ha-1 (Table 2.1).   
 Proximity to conversion facilities can have a large influence on the economic 
feasibility of dedicated energy crops because transportation cost is the largest cost 
component in bioenergy production.  In our model, transportation cost included the cost 
of moving biomass from each grid cell to an existing road, referred as off-road 
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transportation cost, and the cost of transporting biomass along existing roads to the 
nearest facility, on-road transportation cost.  Off-road transportation cost was calculated 
based on harvesting equipment and the associated travel time from a given grid cell to the 
nearest existing road.  New Holland (NH) forage harvesters have been used to harvest 
willow and poplar dedicated energy crops in the eastern US (Abrahamson et al., 2010a; 
Abrahamson et al., 2010b) and has been recommended in Kentucky (UK Cooperative 
Extension Service, 2012).  We assumed biomass harvesting is done by a mechanized 
system comprised of a forage harvester (such as the NH forage harvester or a similar 
machine) that cuts, chips, and blows chips into a trailer pulled by a tractor, which 
transports the chips to road side.  Off-road transportation cost referred to the cost of 
transporting chips by the tractor from stump to road side, and for a given grid cell was 
calculated by multiplying the Euclidean distance (km) by the fraction between the tractor 
rental rate ($ hr-1) and the average tractor operating speed (km hr-1).  The Euclidean 
distance from the center of a grid cell to the closest point along an existing road was 
determined using the Euclidean Distance function in the Spatial Analyst ArcToolbox in 
ArcMap 10.  We considered a tractor rental rate of $60 hr-1 and an average speed of 6.5 
km hr-1 based on data from an economic analysis tool developed for willow short-rotation 
crops for chip production (SUNY-ESF Williow Biomass Program, 2010).  The economic 
analysis tool for willow estimated a biomass harvesting cost for this mechanized system 
of approximately $15 per dry metric ton, which included off-road transportation by the 
tractor and considered a forage harvester rental rate of $180 hr-1.  In our model, biomass 
harvesting cost was divided into the actual cost of the cutting, chipping, and blowing 
chips in to the trailer (CCB cost) performed by the forage harvester, and the off-road 
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transportation cost to account for the location of grid cells with respect to existing roads, 
which can significantly affect biomass harvesting cost.  The CCB cost was assumed 
constant for all grid cells because it is not affected by the proximity to road side and was 
calculated by prorating the total harvesting cost of $15 per dry metric ton by the rental 
rate contribution of the forage harvester ($180 hr-1 ) to the combined mechanize system 
($180 hr-1 + $60 hr-1  ).  This resulted in a constant CCB cost of $11.25 per dry metric ton 
across the study area.   
  For a given grid cell, its closest point along an existing road was identified using 
the Euclidean Allocation function in the Spatial Analyst ArcToolbox.  On-road 
transportation cost was then calculated based on a chipvan’s (commonly used to transport 
biomass) operating cost and the travel time along the least-cost route from the existing 
road to the nearest facility.  Operating cost for a 25-ton chip van was calculated using a 
machine rate calculation spreadsheet presented  by Brinker et al., (2002), which takes into 
account fixed or ownership costs, variable or operating costs, and labor and fuel costs.  
The resulting machine rate was $78.22 hr-1.  The road transportation network was 
partitioned into 90-m road sections to maintain consistency with the land cover grid cell 
resolution and more accurately represent where off-road biomass transportation routes 
would converge with existing roads.  Travel time was then calculated using speed limits 
for each road section in the road transportation layer.  For a given grid cell, we used the 
New Origin-Destination (OD) Cost Matrix function in the Network Analyst ArcToolbox 
to determine the  shortest travel time from its closest point along an existing  road to the 
closest facility.  On-road transportation cost for the grid cell was then calculated by 
multiplying the shortest travel time (hr) by the chip van operating cost ($ hr-1).  Off-road 
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and on-road transportation costs were calculated for each of the 209,341 90-m grid cells 
covering the 169,566 ha study area.   
 
Break-even Biomass Amount Calculation 
Biomass price and production costs by grid cell were combined to determine the 
break-even biomass amount that produces a land expectation value (LEV) of zero.  LEV 
was calculated using the Faustmann’s formula (Faustmann, 1995): 
𝐿𝐸𝑉 = [𝑃 ∙ 𝑉(𝑡) − 𝐶] ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑡1 − 𝑒−𝑟𝑡  [2.1] 
where P is the delivered price of biomass ($ per dry metric ton), V(t) is the total biomass 
amount at the end of rotation (ton), C is the total production cost ($), r is the discount 
rate, and t is the rotation age.  Although LEV calculations are commonly based on 
stumpage prices, we used delivered biomass price instead to obtain the break-even 
biomass amount.  We assumed coppice regeneration for sweetgum for an infinite rotation 
(mainly because of the uncertainty about when replanting would occur) and our LEV 
equation was adjusted to account for a one time establishment cost that occurs only on 
the first year of the first rotation.   A discount rate of 5% was considered for analysis.  
After combining all production costs, the resulting LEV equation is presented below: 
𝐿𝐸𝑉 = [𝑃 ∙ 𝑉(𝑡)−�𝐶𝐶𝐵 + 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑣𝑎𝑛� .𝑉(𝑡)] ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑡 − 𝐶𝐻𝑃𝐹 ∙ 𝐴1 − 𝑒−𝑟𝑡 − 𝐶𝑆𝑃 ∙ 𝐴 
 
[2.2] 
Therefore, the resulting formula used to determine the break-even biomass amount is 
presented in Eq. 2.3. 
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𝑉 = 𝐴
𝑡
∙
𝐶𝐻𝑃𝐹 + 𝐶𝑆𝑃 ∙ (1 − 𝑒−𝑟𝑡)[𝑃 − ( 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑣𝑎𝑛 + 𝐶𝐶𝐵)] ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑡 [2.3] 
where, CHPF is the sum of discounted costs for herbicide, pesticide and fertilizer 
treatments ($ ha-1) incurred during the rotation, CSP is the site preparation and plantation 
cost  occurring on the first year, A is the grid cell size (ha), 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓 is the off-road 
transportation cost ($), 𝐶𝑜𝑛 is the on-road transportation cost ($), CCB is the cost of the 
cutting, chipping and blowing chips into the trailer ($ per dry metric ton), Ltrailer and Lvan 
are the loading capacity (tons) of the trailer and the chipvan.   
 
Biomass Yield Estimation 
Estimating biomass yields based on site-specific conditions is non-trivial as 
detailed information about soil properties, weather conditions, species, genetic 
improvement, and management scenario is required.  For simplicity and for the purpose 
of illustrating the applicability of our mode, we estimated biomass yield following the 
study of Kline and Coleman (2010) that assigns an average biomass yield for low, 
medium, and high quality sites, which we determined based on site index estimates. 
Site index was calculated based on a weighted score of four major soil factors: 
physical condition, moisture availability during the growing season, nutrient availability, 
and aeration (Baker and Broadfoot, 1979).  These major soil factors are comprised of a 
number of sub-factors (soil-site properties), each one contributing differently to the 
associated major soil factor weight.  We used the same weights as those presented by 
Baker and Broadfoot (1979) for major soil factors and sub-factors.  Each sub-factor was 
classified into poor, medium, and best quality and assigned a score.  Table 2.2 shows the 
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range of soil conditions used to classify sub-factors and the associated scores used to 
obtain site index.  Score values are based on the contribution of each sub-factor to the 
growth of the particular species (Baker and Broadfoot, 1979).  Soil-site properties across 
the study area by each grid cell were obtained from spatial and tabular soil data from the 
Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO, 2012) and matched as closely as possible 
to the range of conditions provided by Baker and Broadfoot (1979) to assign appropriate 
scores.  Site index was then calculated by adding all scores assigned to a given grid cell.  
As recommended by Baker and Broadfoot (1979), site index values between 22.9 and 
38.1 m were considered acceptable for establishing sweetgum, and grid cells with site 
index values below this range were considered unsuitable. 
Biomass yield was obtained from Kline and Coleman’s (2010) study that reported 
low, average, and high potential biomass yield estimates based on interviews with 
practitioners from forest products companies with over 50 years of experience growing 
bioenergy crops.  These estimates are based on fixed management scenarios (see Table 
2.1), thus rather than using the exact estimate values, we scaled the potential biomass 
yield in each grid cell to allow for variability due to changes in site micro-conditions.  
The biomass yield estimate for a given grid cell was obtained by scaling its site index 
value to the site index values suitable for establishing bioenergy crops (22.9 – 38.1 m) 
and then relating it to the range of estimates from Kline and Coleman, 4 to 8 dry metric 
tons ha-1 yr-1). 
To identify suitable and economically efficient sites to establish dedicated energy 
crops, the scaled biomass yield estimated by grid cell were compared with break-even 
biomass amount calculated from the LEV equation [Eq. 2.3].  Grid cells with break-even 
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biomass amounts lower than the scaled biomass yields obtained from the site index 
calculation were considered suitable for bioenergy crops and grid cells with break-even 
biomass amounts larger than the estimated biomass yield were considered unsuitable.   
 
Results 
Production Costs 
In our analysis, production costs are comprised of two sets of costs; a location 
independent set including establishment and management as well as CCB costs, which 
are the same for all grid cells across the study area, and a location dependent set 
including off- and on-road transportation costs, which vary based on the distance from 
any given grid cell to existing roads and to conversion facilities. 
As aforementioned, off-road transportation costs were calculated based on the 
tractor travel time along the Euclidean distance from a given grid cell to the nearest road, 
tractor rental rate, and average speed.  Off-road distance across the study area varied 
between 0 and 1.27 km with an average of 210 m.  Considering a speed limit of 6.5 km 
hr-1, round trip off-road travel time from grid cell to existing roads varied from 0 to 24 
min, with an average of 4.0 min.  Using the $60 hr-1 rental rate, the resulting off-road 
transportation cost ranged from $0 for grid cells next to existing roads to $23.5 for grid 
cells farthest away from roads, with an average of $3.8.  Lastly, considering a trailer 
loading capacity of 6 ton, off-road transportation costs ranged from $0 to $3.91 ton-1, 
with an average cost of $0.63 ton-1.   
 Similarly, on-road transportation costs were calculated based on the chipvan 
travel time along the least-time route from existing roads to the nearest conversion 
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facility, and the chipvan operating cost of $78.22 hr-1.  On-road distance across the study 
area varied between 0.23 m and 46 km, with an average of 22 km.  One-way travel time 
ranged from 0.1 min for grid cells near the facilities to 46.5 min for those grid cells 
farthest away, with an average travel time of 20.29 min.  On-road transportation costs 
varied between $0 and  $59.55 (average of $24.4), and considering the a chipvan loading 
capacity of 25 ton, on-road costs per ton ranged from $0.1 to $2.37, with an average of 
$0.98 ton-1.  Total transportation costs, calculated by adding off-road and on-road 
transportation costs, varied between $0.1 for grid cells immediately adjacent to facilities 
to $5.48 ton-1 for grid cells farther away.  The average total transportation cost for the 
entire four-county study area was $1.61 ton-1.  Figure 2.2 shows the spatial pattern of 
total transportation cost by grid cell across the study area, where cost increased with 
distance from conversion facilities along the roads network as well as with increasing 
distance from existing roads.  Additionally, transportation costs seemed to increase at a 
slower rate along major road likely due to the higher speed limits.     
 
Break-even Biomass Amount 
 After combining production costs with the biomass price of $40 per dry metric 
ton, break-even biomass amount by grid cell was calculated across the study area, with 
values ranging from 3.49 to 4.31 dry metric ton yr-1.  The spatial distribution of break-
even biomass amount across the study area directly resembles that of total transportation 
costs (Figure 2.3).  This is likely explained because establishment and management, and 
CCB costs are constant across the study area and variations in production costs are 
caused only by the location specific on-road and off-road transportation costs.  The 
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distribution of break-even biomass amount showed that smaller values occurred on grid 
cells in close proximity to the existing facilities and/or adjacent to the road network, 
whereas larger values are associated to grid cells distant from existing facilities along the 
road network and/or far from existing roads.  Consequently, the amount of biomass 
required to break-even (an LEV of zero) is directly related to the total transportation cost.  
As hauling distance from potential sites to the facilities increases, so did the break-even 
biomass amount.  Similarly, biomass break-even amount increased for grid cells that 
were located father away from existing roads, making sites located near facilities and/or 
in areas close to existing roads more desirable.   
 
Expected Biomass Yield 
Results from site index calculations showed a wide range of values across the 
study area (Figure 2.4).  Site index values varied between 18.6 to 28.9 m, with an average 
of 21.51 m, but as aforementioned, grid cells with site index values below 22.9 m were 
considered unsuitable for establishing sweetgum (Figure 2.4).  While all remaining grid 
cells have site index values that fall within the acceptable low and medium site index 
classes, no grid cells have site index values large enough to be classified as high site 
index class.  A total of 52,778 ha representing 31.1% of the entire study area were 
suitable for establishing sweetgum energy crops.  Most suitable areas were located in the 
low site index areas yielding biomass estimates in the range of 3.24 to 4.54 dry metric 
tons yr-1.  The spatial distribution of these suitable sites showed that more productive 
sites were mostly concentrated near water along streams (Figure 2.5).  Even though 
suitable sites are found throughout the study area, most suitable areas are concentrated in 
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Trimble County and also near the Ohio River along the northwest border of the study 
area. 
 
Suitable Locations for Dedicated Energy Crops 
Break-even biomass amounts were compared with biomass yield estimates in 
each grid cell to identify suitable sites to establish economically feasible sweetgum 
energy crops.  As aforementioned, break-even biomass amount ranged from 3.49 to 4.31 
dry metric tons yr-1 and potential biomass yield ranged from 3.24 to 4.54 dry metric tons 
yr-1.  When overlapping these values and comparing them in each grid cell, a total of 
23,786 ha presented biomass yield estimates larger then break-even amounts, making it 
suitable and economically efficient for establishing sweetgum as a dedicated energy crop.  
Although these sites are dispersed throughout the study area, most are clustered near 
riparian areas (Figure 2.6a). 
To prevent competition with food production and avoid conversion of natural 
forests, we further restricted our analysis to sites with current land use identified as 
pasture/hay and barren land types covering an area of about 47,158 ha.  After overlaying 
the spatial distribution of the sites suitable and economically efficient for establishing 
sweetgum with that of pasture/hay and barren lands, 10,088 ha were identified (Figure 
2.6b).  These sites are scattered throughout the study area, but slightly clustered in eastern 
Trimble Co, northeastern Carroll Co, and southwestern Gallatin Co.  Lastly, if all suitable 
sites in the study area are converted to sweetgum energy crops, a total potential biomass 
production of approximately 47,500 dry metric tons yr-1 can be achieved. 
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Discussion 
Our model was able to identify sites within the four-county study area where 
establishing dedicated energy crops may be economically feasible.  As both on-road and 
off-road transportation costs are the only variable cost components, they have a 
significant effect on the resulting pattern of suitable sites.  While suitable sites were 
found mostly in Carroll and Gallatin counties, a large portion of suitable sites were 
scattered throughout the study area. Although there are two facilities located in Trimble 
and Boone counties, some suitable sites in these counties were dispersed and located in 
relatively distant from these facilities.   This is likely because of the favorable site 
conditions that resulted in biomass yield large enough to cover production costs. 
The main limitation of our analysis is the large uncertainty associated with 
estimation of biomass yields, which is based on site index obtained from SSURGO soil 
data.  Although these data were compiled with the purpose of minimizing discontinuity in 
map units along soil survey area boundaries, inconsistencies and edge-matching errors 
are prominent.  Despite this fact, the SSURGO database is the most comprehensive soil 
dataset with the finest resolution available in the US.  For each site index class, we 
estimated potential biomass yield based on data provided by Kline and Coleman (2010) 
derived from expert opinions.  These biomass yield values from Kline and Coleman 
(2010) do not account for management changes (plantation density, range of fertilizer and 
pesticide application rates) that can increase biomass productivity.  Additional 
management options such as promoting genetic improvements through biotechnology 
and clonal forestry are also likely to increase biomass productivity.  Consequently, 
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biomass yields used in this study are likely to be lower than potential productivities under 
more intense management scenarios. 
The species, sweetgum, considered in this study was selected following 
recommendations from Kline and Coleman (2010) based on the species growing range, 
site requirements, costs and potential biomass yield in the southeastern US.  However, 
other short rotation woody crops such as willows (Salix sp.), poplars (Poplar sp.), and 
sycamore (Platanus occidentalis L.) should also be considered.  As aforementioned, 
establishment and management is the largest cost component in production costs.  Other 
softwood species such as loblolly pine that require relatively lower establishment and 
management costs due to less site preparation, readily available inexpensive seedlings, 
and less weed control, also have a great potential to generate positive economic returns.  
Future research with alternative energy crops and silvicultural and management practices 
is needed in this region. 
Results from our analysis showed 10,088 ha as suitable and economically feasible 
to establish sweetgum dedicated energy crops, which represented about 21% of the total 
available pasture/hay lands.  To meet an increasing demand of biomass for energy 
production, areas outside this land use might also offer a land base for establishing 
bioenergy crops.  Moreover, government incentives such as tax breaks and subsidies 
might increase landowners’ willingness to grow more bioenergy crops and thus 
increasing the area available for dedicated energy crops.  Similarly, an increase in the 
delivered biomass price at conversion facilities will also likely encourage landowners to 
establish bioenergy crops and significantly increase the areas suitable for these crops.   
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In our analysis, we considered a 90-meter grid cell resolution and assumed it 
represents an area of manageable size.  However, in practice landowners and managers 
might require a minimum area in order to cover fixed costs or to meet desired revenue 
levels.  The automated approach we presented could be adjusted to identify suitable areas 
with a minimum size instead of individual grid cells depending on the operational 
constraints associated with potential end-users.  The model could also be adjusted for 
various geographic regions with different inputs and policy scenarios.  For example, the 
inclusion of tax incentives and carbon offset payments for landowners willing to grow 
bioenergy crops.  Therefore, the analytical approach outlined in our paper could provide a 
useful analytical tool to evaluate alternative production scenarios and identify cost-
effective biomass production approaches. 
 
Conclusions 
Dedicated energy crops have the potential to provide a stable feedstock supply 
that supports a sustainable bioenergy industry in Kentucky, but there is limited research 
identifying suitable sites.  In this study, we developed a spatially-explicit model to 
identify suitable and economically efficient locations to establish energy crops based on 
production costs, biomass price, and site productivity.  The ability of our model to 
address the spatial nature of biomass production economics makes it a useful tool to 
evaluate how biomass production factors influence the amount and spatial distribution of 
land suitable to establish bioenergy crops. 
Results from our analysis showed 10,088 ha across the four-county study area as 
suitable and economically feasible for establishing bioenergy crops representing about 
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21% of the total available pasture/hay lands.  The spatial distribution of these sites is 
dependent of production costs and biomass productivity.  Break-even biomass amounts 
are directly dependent on transportation costs as it is the only variable production costs 
across the study area.  The model incorporates not only proximity to conversion facilities 
(on-road transportation) but also the relative location of potential sites to existing road 
network (off-road transportation).  This increases our ability to more accurately address 
the spatial nature of production costs and thus biomass production, which to our 
knowledge has not been incorporated in previous biomass studies. 
Although the model was applied to a relatively small area in northern Kentucky, it 
can be applied to large landscapes.  As road transportation network data is typically 
available from transportation departments and/or GIS data repositories and as SSURGO 
soils data covers the entire continental US, the model has a good potential applicability to 
different regions where biomass production is recommended.   
Based on estimates of different silvicultural treatment costs and associated 
resulting biomass yields for a range of species, the model can be used to select the 
combination of best species and treatments to maximize biomass yield and reduce 
production costs.  The model could also be used as a decision making tool to conduct 
sensitivity analysis and evaluate the effect of changes in biomass prices and production 
costs and other market conditions on the total area suitable for establishing energy crops, 
their spatial distribution, and the total amount of biomass production.  Similarly, this 
approach could be used to evaluate the impact of different policy incentives and 
determine the most efficient policy decisions to promote a sustainable biomass industry.   
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Table 2.1. Estimated establishment and management costs for 12-year rotation of 
sweetgum (Kline and Coleman, 2010). 
Year Treatment Cost ($ ha-1) 
1 Site preparation 370.5 
 Planting stock 216 
 Planting 111.5 
 Herbicide 278 
 Pesticide  
2 Herbicide 129.5 
 Pesticide  
3 Pesticide  
4 Pesticide  
 Fertilize 31 
6 Fertilize 31 
8 Fertilize 31 
10 Fertilize 31 
12 Fertilize 31 
Total cost  1,260.5 
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Table 2.2. Categorization of soil sub-factors into poor, medium, and best quality and 
associated score values (indicated in brackets) used to calculate site index. 
Sub factor Poor Medium Best 
Soil Factor 1: Physical Condition 
Soil depth  <2 ft 
 [-2] 
2- 4 ft 
 [4] 
>4 ft 
 [6] 
Texture  Fine,  
clayey 
[1] 
Coarse,  
sandy 
[2] 
Medium, silty or 
loamy 
 [4] 
Compaction  Bulk density  
>1.7g/cc 
 [-2] 
Bulk density          
1.4-1.7g/cc 
 [4] 
Bulk density         
<1.4 g/cc 
[6] 
Structure  Massive 
 
[0] 
Prismatic 
 
 [4] 
Granular, 
structureless 
[6] 
Land use  Intensive     
cultivation 
[2] 
Open with            
grass cover 
 [5] 
Forest cover 
 
 [8] 
Soil Factor 2: Moisture Availability During Growing Season 
Water table 
depth  
<1’ [unsuitable], >10’ 
[-3] 
1-2’; 1-10’ 
[3] 
2-6’ 
[6] 
Presence of 
pans 
Inherent pan 
 [-3] 
Plowpans 
[3] 
No pans 
[6] 
Topographic 
position  
Upland 
 [-2] 
Stream terraces  
[3] 
Floodplain  
[5] 
Microsite Convex, ridge 
 [-2] 
Level, flat 
 [1] 
Concave, depression 
 [2] 
Structure Structureless 
   
[-1] 
Prismatic 
 
 [3] 
Granular, 
structureless 
[5] 
Texture Sandy 
[0] 
Clayey 
 [2] 
Silty or loamy 
[5] 
Flooding  None  
 
 [0] 
Winter only 
 
[3] 
Winter through 
spring 
 [5] 
Land use Intensive     
cultivation 
[0] 
Open with            
grass cover 
 [1] 
Forest cover 
 
[2] 
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Table 2.2. (continued). 
Sub factor Poor Medium Best 
Soil Factor 3: Nutrient Availability 
Geological 
source  
Coastal Plain 
 
[2] 
Mixed Coastal Plain 
& other 
 [4] 
Mississippi River, 
Loess, Blackland 
[5] 
Land use Intensive     
cultivation 
[1] 
Open with           
grass cover 
[3] 
Forest cover 
 
[5] 
Organic 
matter  
<1% 
 [-2] 
1-2% 
 [2] 
>2% 
[4] 
Topsoil 
depth  
<3’’ 
 [-3] 
3-6’’ 
[2] 
>6 ’’ 
[5] 
Soil Age  Old 
 [0] 
Medium 
 [2] 
Young 
[4] 
pH  <4.5 or >8.5 
 [-1] 
4.5-5.5 or 7.6-8.5 
 [0] 
5.5-7.5 
[1] 
Soil Factor 4: Aeration 
Structure  Massive 
  
[-2] 
Prismatic 
 
[4] 
Granular, 
structureless 
[8] 
Swampiness  Waterlogged            
all year 
[unsuitable] 
Wet                
January-July 
[4] 
Wet in               
winter only 
[8] 
Mottling  Mottled to surface or 
gray mineral soil 
[-2] 
None to 8’’ depth 
  
[5] 
None to 18’’ depth 
 
[7] 
Soil Color  Gray 
 
[-2] 
Yellow,  
brownish-gray 
 [4] 
Black,  
brown, red 
[7] 
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Figure 2.1. Land cover across four northern Kentucky counties considered in this study.  
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Figure 2.2. Spatial pattern of total transportation cost by grid cell across the study area.  
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Figure 2.3. Distribution of break-even biomass amount by grid cell.    
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Figure 2.4. Site Index distribution for sweetgum across the study area. 
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Figure 2.5. Suitable sites for dedicated energy crops with potential biomass yield across 
the study area. 
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Figure 2.6. Suitable and economically efficient sites for establishing dedicated energy 
crops across the entire study area (a) and across existing pasture/hay lands (b).   
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Chapter Three: Impact of Biomass Market and Policy Incentives on Land 
Availability to Establish Dedicated Energy Crops 
Introduction 
The contribution of dedicated energy crops to the bioenergy industry is expected 
to increase due to the growing interest in energy production from renewable resource 
(Jeffers, 2013).  They can experience fast growth rates and provide high biomass yields 
compared with natural forests, provide numerous environmental benefits, and promote 
rural economy (Hinchee et al., 2009; and Blanco-Cangui, 2010).  Although these crops 
have the potential to provide a sustainable supply of feedstock for the bioenergy industry, 
they have not been established at a commercial scale able to significantly supply 
increasing energy demands.  Large-scale energy generation from dedicated energy crops 
is currently restricted by several factors including marginal returns and landowners’ 
willingness to grow crops, and cost-effective alternatives such as natural gas and coal.   
While the bioenergy industry is rapidly changing and creating new opportunities 
for individual landowners, biomass production from dedicated energy crops is dependent 
on landowners’ willingness to convert their land to this use.  Landowners will produce 
energy crops only when they anticipate economic returns at least equivalent to those from 
the current land use.  The economic feasibility of dedicated energy crops depends on 
species selection, site quality requirements, production costs, and existing market 
conditions for biomass.  Also, most landowners are unfamiliar with the management 
scenarios necessary for successful establishment and growing of energy crops, which 
involves rotation of several years.  There are also uncertainties with respect to biomass 
yield and biomass prices in the market.  It is clear that utilization of these crops in the 
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bioenergy industry cannot be profitable before overcoming the uncertainties and risks 
associated with biomass production.   
Support from policy incentives could play a significant role in promoting the 
bioenergy industry in the near future by increasing value of biomass.  These incentives 
can not only provide financial support to landowners but also increase stability in market 
conditions and reduce risks (EPA and NREL, 2009).  Accounting for environmental 
benefits such as carbon sequestration could also improve the competitiveness of biomass 
for bioenergy.  Incorporating economic benefits from carbon offset payments would 
improve the competitiveness of bioenergy crops and promote their production (BRDB, 
2008b).  Therefore, policy support for bioenergy production will be essential to increase 
biomass production as renewable energy generation becomes increasingly important.  
Despite their importance, only a few studies have focused on the impact of 
changing policy incentives on bioenergy production.  For example, Chamberlain and 
Miller (2012) used a linear profit model to establish threshold market prices and identify 
favorable policy incentives to ensure economic profitability and maximize environmental 
benefits from energy crops.  Results from the study showed a high biomass market price 
with feasible carbon credit payments and a proper ecosystem valuation would encourage 
biomass production.  Similarly, Luo and Miller (2013) used a game theory approach to 
model biomass and bioenergy production decisions and identify incentives that would be 
required to drive the bioenergy industry.  They found that high biomass prices are 
required to sustain and increase the bioenergy industry.  Another study examined various 
policy alternatives preferred by landowners to promote the bioenergy industry and used 
logistic regression models to identify factors that influence the policy preferences.  
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Results from the study indicated landowners’ preference for tax based policies over other 
policy support (G.C. and Mehmood, 2010).  Although these aforementioned studies have 
been helpful to understand the influence of various policy incentives on biomass 
production, no previous studies have evaluated the impact of various market and policy 
scenarios on the amount of land available for establishing energy crops.   
To address this research need, the objective of this study was to evaluate the 
effect of different market and policy conditions on the availability of land suitable and 
economically feasible for growing dedicated energy crops.  Feasible sites were identified 
using a spatially-explicit model that locates areas where potential biomass yields exceed 
the break-even biomass amounts.  The model took into account biomass productivity 
estimated using site index, production costs, and biomass prices.  We applied the model 
under different market and policy conditions with scenarios including varying discount 
rates, biomass prices, tax incentives, carbon payments, and land cover types.  The study 
was conducted in a four-county study area in northern Kentucky with a diverse land 
cover and ownership, relatively extensive transportation network, and presence of 
existing conversion facilities, conditions which are common in the entire Ohio River 
Valley and much of the southern US.   
 
Methodology 
Model Description 
We used a spatially-explicit model to identify the amount and spatial distribution 
of land suitable and economically efficient to establish sweetgum (Liquidambar 
styraciflua L.) energy crops in a four-county study area in northern Kentucky.  The model 
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first estimated production costs and combined them with delivered biomass price to 
determine break-even biomass amount.  The break-even biomass amount was then 
compared with potential biomass yield in each grid cell obtained from site index 
calculation to determine sites that may be suitable and economically feasible for 
establishing energy crops.  Figure 3.1 shows a diagram indicating the different inputs 
data and calculations performed within the model to identify suitable sites.  
In the model, delivered biomass prices were based on a range of values obtained 
from previous research work (Skog et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2013; Kline and Coleman, 
2010; and White, 2010).  Establishment (site preparation and planting), and management 
costs were based on the range of values provided by Kline and Coleman (2010).  We 
used a constant value for the cost of cutting, chipping and blowing chips (CCB cost) 
based on an economic analysis tool developed for willow crops in eastern US (SUNY-
ESF Willow Biomass Program, 2010).   Off-road and on-road transportation costs were 
determined based on travel time from each grid cell to the nearest point along the road 
and along the road to the nearest conversion facility.  Details of the procedure used for 
calculating all production costs are presented in Chapter 2.  In addition, property taxes for 
agricultural land was included in the model based on the 2011-2014 Quadrennial 
Recommended Agricultural Assessment Guidelines from the Kentucky Department of 
Revenue (Kentucky Department of Revenue, 2010).   
After combining delivered biomass price, production costs, and taxes, we 
calculated the break-even biomass amount per year for each 90x90 meter grid cell 
covering the study area based on Faustmann (1995) land expectation value (LEV) 
formula:  
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𝑉 = 𝐴
𝑡
∙
[ 𝐶𝑆𝑃 ∙ (1 − 𝑒−𝑟𝑡) + 𝐶𝐻𝑃𝐹 +  𝐶𝑇𝑎𝑥][𝑃 − ( 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑣𝑎𝑛 + 𝐶𝐶𝐵)] ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑡 [3.1] 
where, CSP is the one time site preparation and plantation cost that occurs during the first 
year of the first rotation in a coppice rotation for sweetgum ($ ha-1), CHPF  is the sum of 
discounted costs for herbicide, pesticide and fertilizer treatments  ($ ha-1), 𝐶𝑇𝑎𝑥 is the sum 
of all discounted property tax ($ ha-1) over one rotation,  A is the grid cell area (ha), t is 
the rotation age (12 years), r is the discount rate, P is the delivered biomass price ($ per 
dry metric ton), 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓 is the off-road transportation cost ($), 𝐶𝑜𝑛 is the on-road 
transportation cost ($), CCB is the cost of the cutting, chipping and blowing chips into 
the trailer ($ per dry metric ton), and Ltrailer and Lvan are the loading capacity (tons) of the 
trailer and the chip van, respectively.   
We estimated potential biomass yields (Kline and Coleman 2010) for each grid 
cell based on site index (Baker and Broadfoot 1979) calculated using soil data obtained 
from SSURGO (2012).  This procedure is outlined in Chapter 2.  When the potential 
biomass yields were compared with the break-even biomass amounts, grid cells with 
break-even biomass amount lower than the estimated biomass yield were considered 
suitable and economically feasible for establishing bioenergy crops. 
 
Baseline Scenario 
For the baseline scenario, we applied the model to find suitable and economically 
efficient sites to establish dedicated energy crops within marginal agricultural lands that 
included 47,158 ha of pasture/hay and barren land cover types in our four-county study 
area (Figure 3.2).  We considered a delivered biomass price of $40 per dry metric ton 
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based on the range of prices presented in previous research work (Kline and Coleman, 
2010; Ortiz et al., 2011; and Khanna et al., 2011) and a discount rate of 5%.  Since 
property tax policy has been implemented for agricultural land in Kentucky, we included 
1% of agricultural value as property tax.  The guideline from the Kentucky Department 
of Revenue presents $556.70 ha-1 as the average agriculture value of a pastureland, 1% of 
which, i.e.  $5.57 ha-1 represents the average effective property tax.  Thus, the sum of 
discounted taxes over one rotation was $49.29 ha-1.   
 
Sensitivity Analysis  
We applied the model under different scenarios to evaluate the effect of varying 
market and policy conditions on the amount and spatial distribution of land suitable and 
economically feasible to establish dedicated energy crops.  The sensitivity analysis 
included a biomass market with different discount rates, and biomass pricing, as well as 
policy scenarios with tax incentives, carbon offsets, and for the inclusion of farmland 
production.   
 
Discount Rates 
Landowners’ willingness to grow dedicated energy crops partially depends on 
whether potential returns are larger than those from the current land use.  Although 
rotations are relatively short, it is difficult to select a discount rate that can accurately 
represent the dynamic nature of market conditions.  In addition, small changes in the 
discount rate might result in significant effects on profitability levels and the total amount 
of area economically suitable to establish these crops.  Previous biomass studies have 
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used 5% as an appropriate discount rate for forest valuations in the US (Nesbit et al., 
2011; and Dwivedi et al., 2012).  In this study, we considered discount rates of 4%, 5%, 
and 6% to examine their effect on amount and spatial distribution of area suitable and 
economically feasible to grow dedicated energy crops.   
 
Biomass Prices 
The delivered price of biomass is greatly influenced by the price of other energy 
sources such as coal, existing conversion facilities, and government incentives for energy 
producers.  Higher biomass prices increase the area available for bioenergy production 
because of their ability to offset larger transportation costs and make areas with lower 
productivity economically feasible.  Previous studies have used a price range from $10 to 
$70 per dry metric ton for various bioenergy species and geographic locations (Skog et 
al., 2013; Jones et al., 2013; Chamberlain and Miller, 2012; Kline and Coleman, 2010; 
and White, 2010).  For this study, we used biomass prices of $10, $20, $30, $40, $50, $60 
and $70 per dry metric ton to include the range of previously reported prices.   
 
Tax Incentives 
Several US states offer property tax exemptions over lands used for power 
generation from renewable sources (DSIRE, 2014).  Although such policies for growing 
biomass crops in Kentucky are not available, they could prove an effective tool to 
encourage landowners to grow these crops.  Therefore, we simulated a policy scenario 
consisting of eliminating property taxes for landowners willing to establish bioenergy 
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crops in their land.  The break-even biomass amount for each grid cell with tax break was 
adjusted as shown below: 
𝑉 = 𝐴
𝑡
∙
[𝐶𝑆𝑃 ∙ (1 − 𝑒−𝑟𝑡) + 𝐶𝐻𝐹𝑃 ][𝑃 − ( 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑣𝑎𝑛 + 𝐶𝐶𝐵)] ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑡 [3.2] 
 
Carbon Offset Payments 
Programs that establish carbon offset payments are likely to be efficient 
mechanisms for capturing the value of carbon sequestration, promoting the biomass 
market, and increase landowners’ willingness to grow dedicated energy crops (AWI, 
2007; White 2010).  Carbon payments vary widely from $0.05 (Chicago climate 
exchange – ICE, 2010) to $3 (Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative – RGGI, 2013) to 
about $11 per metric ton (California Carbon Allowances – CEPA, 2013).  In the 
Appalachian region carbon offset payments of $15 per metric ton are reported 
(Appalachian Carbon Partnership –ACP, 2011).  Based on these exiting carbon prices, we 
considered carbon payments $0, $2, $5, $15 and $25 per metric ton. 
We adjusted the original Faustmann’s formula to incorporate carbon payments in 
the analysis.  In addition to delivered biomass price, our LEV equation Eq. [3.3] included 
carbon offset payments at the end of each rotation for carbon emissions avoided by 
replacing coal with biomass feedstock for energy generation.  Further, as carbon is 
sequestered in forest biomass each year, our LEV equation also incorporated additional 
carbon offset payments for carbon stored in biomass each year.     
𝐿𝐸𝑉 = [𝑃 ∙ 𝑉(𝑡) + 𝑃𝑐 ∙ 𝑊 ∙ 𝑉(𝑡)−𝐶]𝑒−𝑟𝑡 + ∑ (𝑃𝑐𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖=0 𝑒−𝑟𝑡) 1 − 𝑒−𝑟𝑡  [3.3] 
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where, Pc is the price of carbon ($ per metric ton), W is the carbon emissions avoided by 
using biomass feedstock at the end of rotation (tons), and Vci is the carbon stored in above 
ground biomass at year i (ton).   
The carbon content (Vci) was obtained by multiplying the V by 0.5, which is a 
standard factor for converting woody biomass to carbon content (IPCC, 2003; and 
Myneni et al., 2001).  Further, as carbon is traded in the market in the form of CO2 
equivalent (CO2e), the carbon content was calculated in terms of CO2e by multiplying it 
by 3.67, the ratio of the atomic mass of CO2 to C (EPA, 2005).  Therefore, the term 
“carbon” mentioned in the above equation and hereafter represents CO2e.   
To calculate the avoided carbon emissions (W) from the use of biomass for 
electricity generation, we determined the total electricity generated from biomass 
following procedures outlined in Shrestha et al. (2014).  Then we multiplied it by the 
GHG intensity of electricity generated from coal, which was 0.001236 ton CO2e per 
kWh-1 as (Lemoine et al., 2010).  Thus, 1.01 tons of CO2e would be avoided by using 1 
ton of biomass as a feedstock for energy generation.   
The final formula applied to calculate the break-even biomass amount for each 
grid cell accounting the carbon payments is: 
𝑉 = 𝐴 [𝐶𝑆𝑃 ∙ (1 − 𝑒−𝑟𝑡) + 𝐶𝐻𝑃𝐹 + 𝐶𝑇𝑎𝑥]
�𝑡 ∙ �(𝑃 + 𝑃𝑐 ∙ 𝑊) − � 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑓𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑣𝑎𝑛 + 𝐶𝐶𝐵�� ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑇 � + [∑ 𝑃𝑐 ∙ 1.835𝑒−𝑟𝑡]𝑡0  
 
[3.5] 
Agricultural Land 
Bioenergy production has been confined to marginal agricultural land such as 
pasture/hay and barren lands.  However, including more productive agricultural lands 
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might be necessary to satisfy an increasing demand of biomass.  Therefore, in addition to 
the pasture/hay and barren lands, we included existing row crop agricultural lands 
covering an area of about 4,014 ha as potential sites for establishing bioenergy crops.  
The break-even biomass amount for each grid cell within existing row crop agricultural 
land was calculated the same as for the initial land uses (Eq. 3.1), but with different 
property taxes.  Based on the 2011-2014 Quadrennial Recommended Agricultural 
Assessment Guidelines from the Kentucky Department of Revenue (2010), the average 
property tax for existing row crop agricultural land was $11.13 ha-1.  
 
Results 
Our model identified sites suitable and economically feasible to establish 
dedicated energy crops by comparing site specific break-even biomass amounts with 
expected biomass yields.  Grid cells where break-even biomass amounts were lower than 
potential biomass yields were feasible for establishing dedicated energy crops.  Under 
different scenarios, our model showed substantial changes in the amount and spatial 
distribution of feasible areas for establishing bioenergy crops. 
 
Baseline Scenario  
Based on the input data, the one-time site preparation and plantation costs were 
$698 ha-1.   The sum of discounted management costs and total taxes over one rotation 
were $500 ha-1 and $49.29 ha-1, respectively.  CCB cost was $11.25 per dry metric ton 
across the study area.  Round trip off-road travel time from grid cells to existing roads 
varied from 0 to 24 min (average of 4.0 min) resulting in off-road transportation cost 
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from $ 0 to $3.91 ton-1 with an average of $0.63 ton-1 .  Similarly, one-way on-road travel 
time varied 0.1 min for grid cells near facilities to 46.5 min (average of 20.29 min) 
resulting in on-road transportation cost from $0.1 to $2.37 ton-1 with an average of $0.98 
ton-1.  The total transportation costs calculated by adding the off-road and on-road costs 
varied between $0.1 to $5.48 ton-1 with an average of $1.61 ton-1.  The break-even 
biomass amounts obtained by combining all the production costs with the delivered 
biomass price of $40 per dry metric ton ranged from 3.69 to 4.57 dry metric ton yr-1 
across the study area.  
Site index values varied between 18.6 to 28.9 m across the study area but only 
grid cells with site index value >22.9 m were considered suitable for establishing 
sweetgum, as suggested by Baker and Broadfoot (1979).  There were 17,274 ha within 
existing pasture/hay and barren lands suitable for growing sweetgum energy crops and 
the potential biomass yields varied between 3.24 to 4.54 dry metric ton yr-1.   When 
break-even biomass amount was compared with biomass yield estimates in each grid cell 
to identify sites economically feasible to establish sweetgum, a total of 2,869 ha were 
identified, which represent 17% of the landbase originally suitable for growing 
sweetgum.  The spatial distribution of the feasible sites is presented in Figure 3.3.  
 
Sensitivity Analysis 
Discount Rates   
When the discount rate was reduced from 5% to 4%, there was an average 
decrease in the break-even biomass amount of 15%, with grid cell with values ranging 
from 3.13 to 3.87 dry metric ton yr-1 because of the lower associated production costs. 
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When these values were compared with potential biomass yields in each grid cell, a total 
of 15,961 ha were identified as economically feasible for establishing these crops, which 
is almost 5.6 times larger than the feasible area considering a 5% discount rate.  On the 
other hand, increasing the discount rate to 6% resulted in an average break-even biomass 
amount increase of 17%, with values between 4.33 to 5.35 dry metric ton yr-1.  This 
resulted in only 109 ha identified as economically feasible for establishing these crops, 
which is less than 4% of the area feasible considering a 5% discount rate.  As discount 
rate and net present value are inversely proportional, a lower discount rate increased the 
net present value resulting in lower biomass amounts to break-even and a higher discount 
rate reduced the net present value resulting in higher biomass amounts to break-even.  As 
expected the discount rate had a significant effect on area economically suitable to 
establish these crops.  If the discount rate was further reduced from 4% to 3%, we would 
expect an increase in economically feasible areas for establishing energy crops.  
However, an increase in discount rate from 6% to 7% would further restrict the areas 
economically feasible for these crops.  
 
Biomass Prices  
Different delivered biomass prices showed substantial impact on the break-even 
biomass amounts, and thus on the amount of land suitable and economically feasible for 
energy crops.  As the biomass price was reduced from $40 to $20 per dry metric ton, the 
required break-even biomass amounts were significantly larger.  When we further 
decreased the price to $10 per dry metric ton, the delivered biomass price becomes lower 
than the sum of the total transportation and CCB costs thereby, eliminating the possibility 
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to break-even.   On the other hand, when the delivered biomass price was increased from 
$40 to $70 per dry metric ton, break-even biomass amounts were steadily reduced (Table 
3.1).  Results suggest a negatively exponential relationship between delivered biomass 
price and break-even biomass amount (Figure 3.4).  As prices increase, break-even 
biomass amounts decrease with maximum and minimum break-even biomass amounts 
approaching to zero, thereby decreasing the variation.  In general, results show that lower 
biomass price require larger biomass productivity to cover production costs and provide 
positive economic returns. When the break-even biomass amounts were compared with 
the expected biomass yields, there were no areas suitable and economically feasible for 
establishing energy crops at delivered biomass prices below $40 per dry metric ton 
(Figure 3.5).  When considering $30 per dry metric ton, range of break-even biomass 
amount exceeded the potential biomass yields (5.67 - 8.02 versus 3.24 - 4.54 dry metric 
tons).  Biomass price lower than $40 per dry metric ton was not sufficient to offset the 
production costs, thus no areas were economically feasible for energy crops.  Further, a 
biomass price as low as $10 per dry metric ton is not enough to compensate the cost of 
transportation and harvesting.  Delivered biomass prices have to be at least $36 per dry 
metric ton to have areas (126 ha) economically feasible for establishing sweetgum energy 
crops.  When the delivered biomass price was increased by 25% (from $40 to $50 per dry 
metric ton), all 17,274 ha initially identified as suitable for growing sweetgum became 
economically feasible to establish energy crops.  When the delivered biomass price was 
further increased, the suitable and economically efficient areas remained the same and 
site quality became the major limitation.  
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Tax Incentives 
As expected, when eliminating property taxes, results showed lower break-even 
biomass amounts because of the reduction in total production costs.  Break-even biomass 
amounts ranged from 3.49 to 4.31 dry metric ton yr-1, which were lower than the break-
even biomass amounts obtained in the baseline scenario (3.69 - 4.57 dry metric ton yr-1.  
When these values were compared with potential biomass yields (3.24 to 4.54 dry metric 
ton yr-1) by grid cell, the total area suitable and economically feasible for sweetgum 
energy crops more than tripled from 2,896 ha to 10,088 ha (Figure 3.6).  Consequently, 
property tax exemption had a significant impact on production costs, from 17% with 
taxes to 58% without taxes becoming economically efficient to establish sweetgum 
energy crops.    
 
Agricultural land 
Row crop agricultural lands are mainly composed of similar soil conditions as 
those found in existing pasture/hay suitable for growing sweetgum, therefore, potential 
biomass yields on row crop agricultural lands were only slightly higher than pasture/hay 
and barren land (average of 3.7 dry metric ton yr-1 versus 3.6 dry metric ton yr-1).    
However, as  the agricultural value for row crop agricultural lands was higher than that of 
pasture/hay and barren lands, higher property tax resulted in higher break-even biomass 
amounts ranging from 3.91 to 4.83 dry metric ton yr-1.  When the break-even biomass 
amounts were compared with potential biomass yields within the row crop agricultural 
land, only 189 ha out of 4,014 ha (about 5%) were suitable and economically feasible for 
energy crops.  Even though agricultural lands tend to be more productive and have higher 
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site qualities, the additional agricultural value restricted the availability of this landbase 
for establishing sweetgum energy crops.    
 
Carbon Offset Payment   
The inclusion of carbon offset payments had significant impact on the break-even 
biomass amounts and the total area economically efficient to grow sweetgum energy 
crops.  When carbon offset payments from $ 2 to $25 per metric ton were considered, the 
break-even biomass amounts decreased significantly (Table 3.2).   Figure 3.7 shows the 
negatively exponential relationship between carbon offset payments and break-even 
biomass amounts.  As carbon offset payments increase, break-even biomass amounts 
decrease with maximum and minimum break-even biomass amounts approaching to zero, 
thereby decreasing the variation.  In general, including a higher carbon offset payments 
require smaller biomass productivity to cover the total production costs and provide 
positive economic returns.  When comparing the range of break-even biomass amounts 
with the expected biomass yields for a carbon payment of $2 per metric ton, all available 
areas became suitable and economically feasible for energy crops (Figure 3.8).  Similar to 
the effect of increasing delivered biomass prices, when carbon payments were further 
increased, the total area economically efficient remained the same and site quality 
became the major limitation.   
Results from our sensitivity analysis showed the effect of individual market 
(discount rate and delivered biomass price) and policy (tax exemption, carbon payment, 
and land use) factors on the amount of area suitable and economically feasible for 
establishing energy crops.  Even though our results were sensitive to each of the five 
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factors, we extended our analysis to examine the potential interaction among the factors 
and their impact on the amount of suitable areas.  We ran the model with two additional 
scenarios considering different biomass prices and carbon offset payments with and 
without property taxes (Table 3.3 and Table 3.4).  For all these cases, a 5% discount rate 
was used.   
Under the property tax exemption scenario, a biomass price of $40 per dry metric 
ton with no carbon offset payment allowed 10,088 ha feasible for energy crops.  
However, a $2 per metric ton carbon payment at the same biomass price allowed all the 
suitable land to be economically feasible.  At delivered biomass prices below $40 per dry 
metric ton, no area was economically feasible with no carbon payment.  However, carbon 
offset payments as low as $2 and $5 per metric ton at biomass prices $30 and $20 per dry 
metric ton made 501 ha and 833 ha economically feasible for energy crops.  Previous 
results showed that a biomass price of $10 per dry metric ton was not sufficient to offset 
the transportation and harvesting cost.  However, when considering a carbon payment of 
$15 per metric ton would not only offset the production cost but also make all the suitable 
area economically feasible for energy crops (Table 3.3).   
When considering property taxes, similar results were obtained.  At a delivered 
biomass price of $40 per dry metric ton with no carbon payment, 2,869 ha were 
economically feasible.  However, adding a $2 per metric ton carbon payment resulted in 
17,272 ha being economically feasible.  Carbon offset payments of $2 and $5 per metric 
ton allowed 242 ha and 262 ha to be economically feasible at biomass prices $30 and $20 
per dry metric ton, respectively.  Finally, a carbon offset payment of $5 per metric ton at 
biomass price of $30 per dry metric ton and a carbon offset payment of $15 per metric 
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ton at biomass prices $10 per dry metric ton and $20 per dry metric ton allowed all 
suitable land to become economically feasible (Table 3.4). 
 
Discussion 
By applying the spatially-explicit model and conducting a sensitivity analysis, we 
were able to examine the impact of various market and policy changes on amount of land 
economically efficient to establishing sweetgum energy crops.  Results showed that the 
amount of area economically feasible for establishing energy crops is sensitive to all the 
five scenarios under consideration.  When considering different discount rates, as 
expected, production costs and break-even biomass amounts decreased, thus increasing 
the amount of area economically suitable.  For example, only a 1% reduction in discount 
rate (from 5% to 4%) increased the total suitable area to be economically feasible from 
17% to 92%.  Delivered biomass prices also had a significant effect on the amount of 
land economically suitable.  An increase of $10 per dry metric ton resulted in all 
available area to be economically feasible.  Typically, an increase in delivered biomass 
price has a significant impact on the amount of land economically suitable and has a 
positive effect on landowners’ willingness to grow these crops (Ortiz et al., 2011).  An 
increasing biomass price would make the bioenergy market more competitive with fossil 
fuels and ultimately increase the landbase economically available for energy crops.   
The elimination of property taxes also had a positive effect on the amount of area 
resulting in an additional 7,219 ha economically suitable.  Tax breaks are also likely to 
landowners to grow dedicated energy crops.  Incorporating policies that allow existing 
row crop agricultural lands as potential sites for energy crops showed a marginal effect, 
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only an additional 189 ha (5% of row crop agricultural land) were economically suitable 
for establishing sweetgum energy crops.  Although row crop agricultural lands are more 
productive and have higher site qualities than existing marginal agricultural land such as 
pasture/hay and barren land, larger taxes resulted in larger total production costs.  Carbon 
offset payments also had a significant effect on the amount of area economically 
available to establish sweetgum energy crops.  A payment as low as $2 per metric ton, 
resulted in all suitable lands for energy crops to becoming economically feasible.  Also, 
carbon offset payments present an alternative financial venture available to the 
landowners who are simply responding to favorable market incentives (Johnson et al., 
2010).  By converting more land to dedicated energy crops, the economic returns on 
existing pasture/hay and barren lands would also be increased.   
Our results showed that the economic feasibility of establishing sweetgum energy 
crops is sensitive to changes in biomass markets and policy conditions.  Policies aimed at 
promoting biomass production from dedicated energy crops can thus have a positive 
effect on increasing the landbase available for growing these crops.  Even though each of 
the scenarios can play a critical role on promoting biomass for bioenergy industry, 
analyzing and modelling the overall effects of bioenergy policies is very complex and 
requires a holistic approach.  Our analysis with interaction of various scenarios such as 
property tax, biomass prices, and carbon offset payments on the land available for energy 
crops was able to examine the combined effect of these factors and identified policies that 
can effectively impact biomass for bioenergy in terms of the largest increase in areas 
economically feasible to establish these crops.  For example, carbon offset payments of 
$2, $5, and $15 per metric ton, and delivered biomass prices of $40, $30, and $10 per dry 
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metric ton, respectively, resulted in all the suitable areas to be economically feasible.  
With no carbon offset payments, a biomass price of $50 per dry metric ton was required 
for all the suitable area to be economically feasible.  In a state like Kentucky where coal 
is by far the largest source of energy production, and where delivered coal prices has 
remained fairly low (KY Energy and Environmental Cabinet, 2013), raising the biomass 
price to $50 per dry metric ton might not be a feasible option to promote renewable 
energy.  On the other hand, allowing carbon payments to landowners and maintaining a 
low biomass price presents a better policy option to promote the generation of energy 
from biomass.      
It is expected that when revenues increase through higher delivered biomass price 
and carbon offset payments, areas suitable and economically feasible for establishing 
energy crops would expand.  However, analyzing different policy scenarios with different 
delivered biomass prices and carbon offset payments, we found that our site quality and 
potential biomass productivity became the major limiting factor and no further increase in 
total area was observed with an increase in biomass price and carbon offset payments.  
These results might suggest increasing the management intensity to increase biomass 
productivity as an alternative to increase areas economically suitable for the same fixed 
landbase.  
Site index calculations based on site quality resulted in 17,274 ha of land suitable 
for growing sweetgum.  Sweetgum demands a relatively intensive site preparation with 
high establishment and management costs (Kline and Coleman, 2010).  Reducing total 
production costs and/or increasing delivered biomass prices would not increase potential 
biomass productivity across the study area and the total area economically feasible for 
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growing energy crops would remain the same.  Thus, our results show site quality 
requirements are the largest limiting factor for expanding sites economically feasible for 
establishing sweetgum energy crops in our study area.  Because there are no methods 
available to accurately estimate potential biomass yield in each grid cell, we used site 
index following the procedure presented in Baker and Broadfoot (1979).  They arbitrarily 
determined areas with site index values between 22.9 to 38.1 m as acceptable for growing 
sweetgum.  However, establishment of sweetgum might still be economically feasible in 
poor sites (site index below 22.9 m) especially near existing conversion facilities where 
transportation cost is significantly low.  Sweetgum might still grow on relatively poor 
sites but our study excluded those areas and considered them unsuitable mainly on the 
basis of lower site index values.  If we could relax the assumption that sweetgum can be 
grown only on sites with site index values between 22.9 to 38.1 m, the total area 
economically feasible is likely to increase.  However, no prior studies have provided the 
means to estimate biomass productivity in sites with lower site index values.   
Lastly, although we considered a single energy crop species in a four-county 
study area in northern Kentucky, our model has the flexibility to be used with other 
species in a larger landscape.  Similarly, as bioenergy is rapidly changing, our model can 
be adjusted for changing policies favorable for biomass production.  Therefore, our 
model provides a strong base for future research in assessing the most cost-effective way 
of producing biomass from different energy crops. 
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Conclusions 
Dedicated energy crops have the potential to sustainably supply biomass 
feedstock for bioenergy production.  However, commercial production of biomass for 
bioenergy is currently limited in the US mainly because of the challenges associated with 
uncertainty and risk in biomass prices and biomass yield.  Policy support could improve 
the competitiveness of biomass for energy production but there is limited research on the 
policy induced expansion of biomass for energy.  The model used in this study evaluated 
the impact of various market and policy conditions on the availability of land for 
establishing energy crops.  Our model can determine the most efficient policy scenarios 
making it an effective decision tool for policy makers to promote sustainable biomass 
production for bioenergy.   
Results from our study show that maintaining favorable market conditions with 
lower discount rate, and competitive delivered biomass prices as well as policy incentives 
in terms of tax breaks, and carbon offset payments for landowners would be favorable to 
increase the amount of land suitable and economically feasible for energy crops.  By 
doing sensitivity analysis with different market and policy conditions, this model 
increases our ability to comprehend the individual and overall effect of policy changes on 
the availability of feasible sites for energy crops.   
As the bioenergy industry continues to grow, new policies will likely be 
developed to support the bioenergy industry.  Our model can be applied as a decision 
making tool to select the most effective, sustainable, and efficient policy that can support 
bioenergy’s contribution for sustainable energy supply, address the concern for climate 
change by reducing GHG emissions, and promote rural development.  Similarly, as 
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bioenergy is rapidly evolving with new scientific knowledge and development of new 
technologies, our model can be readily adjusted as new information is created or new 
hypotheses are developed about bioenergy system. 
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Table 3.1. Break-even biomass amount (dry metric ton yr-1 by grid cell) at different 
biomass prices. 
Biomass price 
  ($ per dry metric ton) 
Break-even                   
 biomass amount                     
(dry metric ton) 
10 --- 
20 12.15 - 32.60 
30 5.67 – 8.02 
40 3.69 – 4.57 
50 2.74 – 3.19 
60 2.18 – 2.46 
70 1.81 – 1.99 
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Table 3.2. Break-even biomass amount (dry metric ton yr-1 by grid cell) at different 
carbon offset payments. 
Carbon offset  
payment                                 
($ per metric ton) 
Break-even                     
biomass amount                    
(dry metric ton) 
0 3.69 – 4.57 
2 2.98 – 3.52  
5 2.31 – 2.62 
15 1.32 – 1.41 
25 0.92 – 0.97 
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Table 3.3. Suitable and economically feasible sites (ha) under a tax break scenario with 
different biomass prices and carbon offset payments. 
Biomass Price          
($ per dry metric ton) 
Carbon Payment ($ per metric ton) 
0 2 5 15 
10 0 0 0 17,274 
20 0 0 833 17,274 
30 0 501 17,274 17,274 
40 10,088 17,274 17,274 17,274 
50 17,274 17,274 17,274 17,274 
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Table 3.4. Suitable and economically feasible sites (ha) under a tax inclusive scenario 
with different biomass prices and carbon offset payments. 
Biomass Price          
($ per dry metric ton) 
Carbon Payment ($ per metric ton) 
0 2 5 15 
10 0 0 0 17,274 
20 0 0 262 17,274 
30 0 242 17,274 17,274 
40 2,869 17,272 17,274 17,274 
50 17,274 17,274 17,274 17,274 
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Figure 3.1. A general model structure for economic feasibility of dedicated energy crops. 
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Figure 3.2. Four-county study area with existing pasture/hay and barren lands. 
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Figure 3.3. Suitable and economically efficient sites for establishing dedicated energy 
across existing pasture/hay lands. 
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(* No break-even values at $10 per dry metric ton) 
Figure 3.4. Break-even biomass amount for sweetgum at different biomass prices. 
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Figure 3.5. Suitable and economically feasible sites for establishing energy crops at 
different biomass prices. 
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Figure 3.6. Suitable and economically feasible sites for establishing energy crops with 
different tax scenarios. 
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Figure 3.7. Break-even biomass amount for sweetgum at different carbon offset 
payments. 
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Figure 3.8. Suitable and economically feasible sites for establishing energy crops at 
different carbon offset payments. 
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Chapter Four: General Conclusion 
Dedicated energy crops have the potential to reduce our dependence on fossil 
fuels, address environmental concerns, and supply a sustainable biomass feedstock to 
promote the bioenergy industry.  However, planted areas for energy crops have remained 
fairly small, and a large-scale production of bioenergy crops has not been established to 
have a significant contribution to the total energy production in the US.  The growth and 
success of the bioenergy industry depends on a reliable and adequate supply of biomass 
feedstock at competitive prices that allows profit generation to landowners.  Ensuring a 
sustainable supply of biomass feedstock requires an understanding of all factors affecting 
the biomass feedstock supply chain, from crop production and harvesting practices to 
transportation systems.  In addition, government support would play an important role to 
promote the bioenergy industry.  Bioenergy policies, regulations and laws can not only 
provide a greater competitive status for the bioenergy industry but will also influence 
landowners’ attitude towards bioenergy production.   
Availability of suitable land for establishing bioenergy crops is key to have a 
stable supply of feedstock for the bioenergy industry.  Comprehensive studies that can 
identify lands suitable and economically feasible for establishing bioenergy crops as well 
as evaluate the effects of factors influencing biomass production are needed.  Further, 
evaluating the impact of various socio-economic and policy factors on the amount of land 
available can help policy makers identify efficient mechanism to promote the bioenergy 
industry.  However, limited studies have specifically addressed the need to develop an 
approach that could be used to identify feasible sites for establishing bioenergy crops.  
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Further, no studies have accounted for policy induced expansion for bioenergy crops for 
bioenergy production.  
 In our study, we developed a spatially-explicit model able to incorporate site- 
specific productivity, biomass prices and total production costs to identify sites for 
establishing energy crops with positive economic returns.  Production costs have an 
important influence of the economic feasibility of dedicated energy crops.  They are 
comprised of two sets of costs: i) location-independent such as establishment and 
management as well as harvesting costs, which are the same across a given area, and ii) 
location-dependent such as off-road and on-road transportation costs, which vary based 
on the distance to existing roads and to conversion facilities.  Since we were able to 
include off-road and on-road transportation costs, our model was able to precisely 
calculate the total transportations cost, which is important and can have a significant 
influence on the economic feasibility of establishing bioenergy crops.  When the break-
even biomass amount was calculated for each grid cell, the spatial distribution of the 
break-even amounts resembled with the spatial distribution of the total transportation cost 
because transportation cost was the only variable production costs across the study area.   
To our knowledge, no approach has been developed to accurately estimate 
biomass productivity as it depends on the choice of species, site conditions, soil 
productivity and management intensities.  For simplicity and for the purpose of 
illustrating the applicability of our model, we estimated biomass yield following the 
study of Kline and Coleman (2010)  that assigns an average biomass yield for low, 
medium, and high quality sites, which we determined based on site index estimates.  Site 
index was based on SSURGO database and there were inconsistences and edge-matching 
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errors along the political boundaries.  However, the SSURGO database is the most 
comprehensive dataset with finest resolution and is readily available for the entire US, 
which increases the applicability of our model.  With the expected biomass productivity, 
our model was able to predict areas suitable and economically efficient for bioenergy 
crops across the study area.  The ability of our model to address the spatial nature of 
biomass production economics made it a useful tool to evaluate how various biomass 
production factors may influence the amount and spatial distribution of land suitable for 
establishing energy crops.   
Our model was used effectively to capture variation in the amount of suitable and 
economically efficient areas for establishing bioenergy crops due to changing biomass 
market and policy conditions.  Results from the sensitivity analysis allowed the 
evaluation of the impact of these market and policy scenarios on the availability of land 
for establishing energy crops and identified the most effective and favorable policy 
scenarios to promote a sustainable biomass supply.  We observed that maintaining 
favorable market conditions with lower discount rate and competitive delivered biomass 
prices as well as policy incentives in terms of tax breaks and carbon offset payments 
available for landowners would be most favorable for expanding land suitable and 
economically feasible for energy crops.  As no previous studies have evaluated the 
impact of various market and policy scenarios on the amount and spatial distribution of 
land for establishing energy crops, the model used in this study increases its applicability 
to identify favorable market and policy conditions to promote a sustainable bioenergy 
industry.   
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In addition, results from our study identified some major limitations, such as 
existing site qualities and potential biomass productivity, for increasing the amount of 
land suitable to establish bioenergy crops across the study area.  In general, increasing 
revenue for landowners would increase areas economically feasible for energy crops.  
However, when we analyzed different market and policy scenarios with different biomass 
prices and carbon offset payments, site productivity became the major limiting factor and 
no increment in the suitable area was observed with an increase in biomass price and 
carbon offset payments. 
In our study, we quantified the potential of landbase of biomass production under 
the influence of various market and policy conditions.  This study has several 
applications for promoting the bioenergy industry.  Even though the study was limited to 
a single species and a particular region in northern Kentucky, given the input data is 
available, our approach can be used in a bigger geographic regions as well as other 
species of bioenergy crops.  Similarly, the model can be adjusted relatively easily to 
incorporate alternative bioenergy policies that might promote the use of biomass for 
energy production.  Similarly, as more accurate methods for estimating site-specific 
biomass yields are developed and become available, our model can be readily adjusted to 
incorporate such methods and produce results with more confidence.  As aforementioned, 
the developed model identifies areas where potential biomass yields exceed break-even 
biomass amounts, thus increasing the accuracy of input data will once increase its 
applicability.  
Site quality was the major limiting factor of area suitable to establish dedicated 
energy crops across the study area.  Future research should continue to develop cost 
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efficient management practices and biomass harvesting systems to improve site 
productivity and reduce operating costs.  Research related to landowners’ willingness to 
dedicate their property to dedicate their property to establish bioenergy crops is also 
needed to identify concerns, income levels, appropriate incentives, and other social 
components affecting their decisions.  Finally, our study considered the potential of co-
firing biomass with coal in existing conversion facilities, which is one of the inexpensive 
ways to produce energy from biomass.  Our model can be used to estimate potential 
biomass amount (ton/yr) that can be delivered to any given site, either an existing 
conversion facility or any other potential location.  Research should continue to advance 
energy technologies to create more efficient techniques to generate energy from woody 
biomass as they will serve an important role in the future energy supply.   
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